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About This Game

Onraid is a challenging 2D shooter game, where you are free to develop your own play style and tactics to destroy your enemies.
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Onraid offers intense battle modes, a varied set of character classes and cosmic visuals. Team up with friends or strangers to
strengthen your chances as you battle unknown enemies, strange bots and mighty bosses. Use the items collected on raids to

craft powerful weapons, gadgets and skins and customize your quirky character. Time to Raid!

 9 character classes, each of which has its own strengths and weaknesses, weapons and gadgets. Tweak your character
for your preferred game style.

 4 unique battle modes, each with different settings and goals. Players form teams by inviting their friends or being
randomly paired, and you can fight against each other or against game bosses.

 Craftable equipment. Collect items from raid boxes to craft different weapons, gadgets and skins, each of which has
their own strengths and weaknesses. Build over 45 weapons, 80+ gadgets, and 60+ skins. Customize your character in
ways that can directly affect your tactics, and develop your own play style.

 PVP leagues. Get to the top of the rankings as an individual or as a team!

 Much more yet to come in regular updates!
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Publisher:
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Really fun game.

Pro's:
Fast Combat
Balanced Characters
Switchable Skills and upgradable Items for more diversity.
Different game mods. (Ranked \/ Practice (bots) \/ Missions \/ Bossfights)
Different maps (Capture the flag \/ Hold the point \/ Hold an orb \/ ...)

Con's:
No one is playing this game right now. 3.7Players on avg. a day! So you can only play against bots or do the solo mission..
Something like League of Legends \/ Overwatch only in 2D

Worth 10\u20ac for sure. What an amazing co-op or single player 3d shooter. It was very easy to launch in the action, match
making is fast and efficient.
This game holds vast capacity for replayability and it reminds me of very nice old classic 2d shooters back in the day. (Anyone
remembers "flashback"?)
A top-quality product that should NOT be absent from the library of a gamer who claims to be a fan of quality indie games.
The character design and the background of the battlefield design is PARTICULARY good. Congratulations to the game's art
designers.

TRY IT!!!. I like this game. No matter how bad it is.
+ fun gameplay
+ few pers, some very interestings
+ can play in team
+ fun kills in pvp : )
- disbalance on pvp (but if you play well, it not so important)
- bad comunity in public chat (but com'on, Dota 2 also has)
- sometimes bots in pvp is so stupid (but how else)
- now pvp is dead. It's so, so bad. Unfortunetly ; (
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